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About This Game

To escape the city of Starkham and start your new life, you get your friend Preston to set up a meeting with the local loanshark,
Sweaty Mike. After foolishly borrowing $2,000 to start your fledgling drug dealing career, you embark on a timed mission to

sell as many drugs as possible throughout the city. However, you must evade the police, make sure not to ♥♥♥♥ off the locals
too much, and navigate an ever-changing drug market.

Visit locations like Crockfort, Pinky's Gun Emporium, Murphy's Lake, The Noose & Rafter Bar, Hillside, Saint Jaysus
Memorial Hospital, and more to interact with people and buy or sell a variety of drugs. Almost everyone you meet can be fought

or bartered with in some manner.

The Dope Game, the newest game from CoaguCo Industries, It is a take on John E. Dell's 1984 classic game Drugwars, where
the player goes around New York City trying to make as much money as possible selling drugs while evading the police. But this

isn't New York City. Or 1984. The Dope Game takes place in the fictional city of Starkham, Blannington, most infamously
known from our previous games One Way To Die and Raise Your Own Clone.

The game features original music by Macabre Gandhi and fully hand-drawn art assets by GP Garcia. For those of you
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unfamiliar with the premise, here is a fancy list of game features:

15 locations around Starkham

16 different drugs to buy and sell

35+ (barely) different weapons

8 different game lengths to play

Listen to the old lady say lots of things on the bus (unlocks stuff sometimes)

Borrow money from the loanshark (and maybe pay it back)

Interact with (and fight) a variety of townspeople

Randomly lose drugs, money, or weapons and possibly find those of other players

Hire crew members to fight with you, including animals

Random generated crew members: names, weapons, health, damage

Full soundtrack by Macabre Gandhi

25 Achievements

Fully hand-drawn game assets

Holiday, NSFW, and hard modes

A variety of random mechanics to make each game unique(ish)

Back up statistics on CoaguCo's server and Steam

Now with Russian localization

Owners of One Way To Die (dude, it's free) and/or Raise Your Own Clone will have access to additional bonuses in the game's
special locations, The Finningan Brothers Fun Park and Dr. Stansfield's Cloning Lab, respectively.

The Fun Park provides a new NPC to interact with, Bill Finningan, as well as allowing you to sell your wares to park-goers.
Owners of One Way To Die will get a random park animal for free after doing a favor for Mr. Finnigan and then heavy

discounts on additional animals.

The Cloning Lab provides another new NPC, Dr. Stansfield's nephew Marsch, who allows you to stash drugs there for your next
run. However, he may just do some of them. Owners of Raise Your Own Clone will also get heavy discounts on their storage

fees and more strict care from Marsch with their belongings.
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Title: The Dope Game
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 30 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD or Intel

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ Capable

Sound Card: Not necessary but you'll miss out on the music

Additional Notes: An okay memory or notepad

English,Russian
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does not work, i payed money for a pop up that says runtime error. It's homeworld with a FTL style gameplay. Pretty good
game. Been having a good time with this, and I'm looking forward to playing it more.

It has a good 80s-style slasher vibe and is genuinely tense. The bear is creepy and has actually made me freak out once or twice
instead of running away like I should be. The setup is tongue-in-cheek to a degree, but you can tell that the developers love what
they do.

The pixelated gore is very good, and the soundtrack is excellent.

Note - they say they have an update coming. It's a good sign when a company will keep with a game like this.. Personal Score:
6\/10

Overall:
======
It's a good game with some interesting mechanics but it can be a bit buggy and the end game gear is too expensive which can
make it a bit grindy to get into the last few story levels. I'd say you should get this as a "filler" game if you either don't have
anything else you want or don't have a lot of time.

Pros:
====

- An interesting variety of tools and equipment mechanics.
- Breaking into a house takes some degree of prep making it seem somewhat more realistic.
- There's a good variety of valuables that you can steal including cars.
- The car strip down mini game is quite detailed which makes it quite interesting.

Cons:
====

- The game crashes 2\/3 times on initial load for me.
- The game has highly priced end game equipment that slows down progression and thus making it more grindy. I think this is to
stretch out the average game play through time near the end.
- The hacking mini game is quite over done in my opinion, although I understand that it's not easy to implement something like
that whilst keeping it fun to do. It resembles that of the Bio Shock mini game.
- There isn't really enough different areas\/ neighborhoods to keep the game going. Maybe if some kind of random generation
area was implemented it'd give more content.. its a waste of money
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Very tight and fun tower defense game. The difficulty curve is reasonable and it moves fast enough that failure aren't too
frustrating. You can't beat the game's value for the price.. It is a good game. It even makes you feel drunk after playing it.

cons: might cause seizures.. Sword of the New World, this game brings back so many aftk memories. It is still the only game on
the market that allows you to use up to three character at the times. It was my first game I discovered that you can go to bed and
realize that your character have level up.

Granted if your warrior didn't wander off and your scout was force to follow him in order to heal him >>. Unpolished bundle
trash. Lazy graphics, poor collision, no originality.. It requires being online, even if playing the single player campaign, a
number of times I've had missions end or mechs act weird due to connections issues. Occasionally mechs don't turn or the turn
order goes weird or freezes. I can't recommend this game in it's current state.. Great game! Increadible art work, but very short.
VERY very very positive as been expected!
Very interesting and very hard.
Waiting for the second part.. Fun and challenging and sometimes frustrating puzzle game.. its alright, but not as good as bad
rats.

The Dope Game - Version 3.3.1 Update:
Hey, dope fiends. We just made a small update to fix some logging stuff and push the Mac version update. Here is the tiny
change log:

 Fixed: Steam UI language not be captured correctly

 Fixed: placement of logging functions

 Fixed: issue with logging missing a few beginning messages

. The Dope Game - Version 3.0.1 Hotfix:
Hey, dopefiends! We just issued a small hotfix to prevent a CTD bug when fleeing combat and managed to fix three more
issues at the same time!

Here is the official change log:

Fixed: weird glitch where Sweaty Mike merges with The Salesman if he chases you down

Fixed: Marsch alternate image does not appear if on drugs

Fixed: minor spelling mistakes

Fixed: glitch where running from combat crashes the game

. The Dope Game - Ninja Hotfix Version 1.0.3:
Super tiny hotfix has been released. Thanks to user fusecavator for finding some additional glitches in the system that required
quick fixes! Here is the super-brief change log:

 Fixed: continue glitch that bypassed day change

 Fixed: glitch with Sweaty Mike's loan and walking to Garlville

. The Dope Game - Android Edition Now Released:
Hey, dope fiends! Well, as requested, The Dope Game is now out on Android! You can now slum around Starkham on your
mobile device and get jammed in the neck with a syringe on the bus while actually on a bus. Check it out on Google Play at 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.coaguco.thedopegame
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If you already own The Dope Game on Steam, which is probably how you're seeing this now, you can actually get a free copy!
Just head over to http://dope.coaguco.com/redeem.php and fill out the form after logging into Steam. That will add you to the
redemption list. Once cleared, you will receive a Google Play code sometime within 24 hours of requesting it.

If anyone hits any snags, let us know!

We will be updating the Android port of One Way To Die as well, in case you're wondering.. The Dope Game - Version 3.3.14
Update:
Hey, dope fiends! We have, probably, one last feature update for the game... last purchase price. Now in Stashware there is an
up/down/equal sign that shows if you purchased the drug at a different or same price. When you hover over that, it will give you
the number. There is no overall price history so you'll have to keep track of that yourself still.

For those curious, here is basically the same thing but broken up into a change log:

Added: last price paid arrows (up, down) to indicate price difference

Added: hover-over on arrows to show actual price bought at

Got more suggestions?
If you have any ideas on additional, general features for the game, please go to this thread and suggest them for the possible
sequel. Of course if they are tweaks, bugs, or very specfic improvements to this one, by all means, tell us about them!. The
Dope Game - Version 3.4 Update:
Hey, dope fiends! Today we are pushing out an update that adds some stuff to the bank and makes a minor fix. Here is the
change log for those so inclined:

Added: max deposit/withdraw in bank interface

Changed: bank may now have deposits/withdraw over $100,000

Fixed: map image had backward hover/normal images

Also the X-Mas Holiday event starts in two days and we will be giving away some game codes! More on that day of!. The Dope
Game - Version 3.3.2 Update:
Hey, dopefiends. We are pushing a patch to fix a small issue some people have where drugs and prices aren't showing up on
Stashware. In case you're curious, the change log says the same thing:

Fixed: issue where drug names and prices did not display in Stashware
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